LWD site on the upper key tributary looking upstream that will need cable yarder methods for placement. Notice existing trees and boulders to key into.
LWD site on the upper key tributary. Notice the existing LWD that we can build off of and mimic at other sites nearby.

Example LWD and boulder site on upper BLM looking downstream where there is excavator access. The dominate substrate at this site is bedrock with some sand and silt. There is opportunity here to build up the substrate with gravel and add pool complexity.
Example Lancaster site looking downstream. An existing ford will be used for excavator access and standing trees to key into. Notice that the dominate substrate is bedrock and embedded gravel.

Example LWD and boulder site where trees can be tipped and placed with a cable yarder. About 300’ above the first County Bridge looking upstream. Notice bedrock and cobble as the dominate substrate type. There is opportunity here to build up the streambed for floodplain connection, gravel deposition, and complex pool habitat.